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1. DAY Arrival 
Arrival in Montecatini Terme. Free time.  Dinner at the hotel.  
 
2. DAY Lucca  
After breakfast we visit Lucca, a delightful city with monuments, 
piazzas, elegant shops and delicious restaurants. After walking 
guided tour, individual lunch break we continue the excursion. Visit 
to Sant’Andrea di Compito. Here you can admire the oldest types 
of camellias in Italy.  We visit also Villa Orsi with its breath taking 
garden. Dinner at the hotel.  
 
3. DAY Florence 
 After breakfast walking guided tour in the city centre of Florence, 
a city which has been called "the Athens of the Middle Ages". 
Florence was once a centre of medieval European trade and 
finance and one of the wealthiest cities of that era. Apart from a 
classical walking we visit the beautiful Giardini Boboli, one of the 
largest and most elegant Italian style gardens. Dinner at the hotel.  
 
 
4. DAY Departure 
Departure after the breakfast. 
 

ACCOMMODATION INFO 

 

PACKAGE INCLUDES 

 

GENERAL INFO  

S 

 

 ACCOMMODATION EXAMPLES 

Guide Service, Excursions & Entrances: 

 Entrances fees to Camellias exhibition and Villa Maria, 
near Lucca, Giardini Boboli in Florence 

 Local guide services in Lucca and Florence (max. 3 hrs)  

 Tour assistance during the excursion to Camellias Village 
 
Meals: 
 
Transportation: 

 Bus transfers from/to Pisa airport 

 Transfers during excursions to Camellias Village and 
Lucca 

 Return train ticket to Florence 
 
 
Accommodation: 

 3 nights in double room, HB 
 
 

Blooming colorful spring in Tuscany 

Price from 

299 €  

Flight trip – price incl. local transport 

 Price is based on a group of 25 people 
 Price is per person per stay in double room 
 Single supplement on request 

 
Prices are informative and based on availability. Program can be 
modified according to your requirements or budget. Send us your 
travel dates to reservations@codan-agentura.com and we will 
prepare fixed offer. 

Package price is based on a stay in 4-star hotel. 
All nights are in Montecatini Terme at one hotel. 
 
Hotel examples:  Hotel Puccini 
 
We can of course offer hotels in different category or location. 

14/15 – 21/22 – 28/29 
March 2020 

The Exhibition of the "Ancient Camellias of Lucchesia" is one of the most 

important in Europe and it is the best specialized in Italy. It takes place every 

year in March in a country area nearby Lucca. Along the itinerary, through 

the streets of the villages and in the Villas you'll find these secular Camellia 

trees. One day will be spent in Florence, the birthplace of the Renaissance. 
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